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Abstract
Indentation experiments are a common tool tomeasure the elastic properties ofmany different kinds
of samples. However, only few techniques are available tomeasure the elasticmodulus and the Poisson
ratio of thin elasticfilms. Recently, we have described a novel technique based on the steel sphere
method to simultaneouslymeasure both parameters of a thin elasticfilm in a single experiment by
placingmillimeter-sized steel spheres on the films. In this work, we investigate how various
measurement parameters can be tuned to increase themeasurement accuracy significantly. These
parameters include the number, size, and density of the spheres, the number of data points per sphere
and thefilm thickness.With experiments and simulations we demonstrate that the precision of the
measurement can be improved drastically if the parameters are chosen appropriately.We showhow to
adjust the number of data points to achieve a good balance betweenworkload and accuracy.
Additionally, the accuracy can be improved by covering awide range of different indentation
geometries. In particular the use of larger spheres and spheres with a higher density is generallymore
favorable.We provide Java software to easily adopt the technique and to simplify the data analysis.

Introduction

Themechanical interactions between cells and their environment have become amajor point of interest in the
field of biophysics during the last decades [1]. Cells are able to sense themechanical stiffness of their
environment and in turn alter their behavior depending on themechanical properties of the environment.
Examples include cell proliferation [2], differentiation [3, 4], and cellmigration along stiffness gradients [5, 6].
Cells have also been found to be able to exert forces on their environment [7] and various techniques have been
developed to quantify these forces.Most notably, traction forcemicroscopy enables spatially and temporally
resolved stressmeasurements of individual cells [8] and has thus become a common tool to study
mechanosensitivity [1, 9–11].Many of these studies rely on a thin, soft film as a simplemodel system.Materials
such as polyacrylamide (PAA) and polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) are commonly used as afilmmaterial due to
its tunablemechanical and chemical properties [9, 10].

Multiple techniques to characterize suchfilms are available. On the one hand, tension tests are suitable to
characterizemacroscopic samples [5]. Indentation experiments on the other hand are a common andwell
established tool tomechanically characterize thin samples such as polyacrylamide films [9, 12]. Indentation tests
are also commonly used to probe the rheological properties of individual cells [13]. For single cell experiments,
atomic forcemicroscopy is used inmany cases since it provides very detailed control overmany experimental
parameters [14–16]. For samples with a thickness of at least a few tens ofmicrometers, the steel spheremethod is
a suitable technique to characterize the rheological properties. In this technique, small steel spheres with a
diameter of about amillimeter are placed on the sample. The spheres sink into the sample due to gravity and the
indentation depth can bemeasuredwith fluorescentfiducialmarkers in the top layer of the sample [9, 17, 18].
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However, with all those techniques, care has to be takenwith regard tofinite thickness effects, which can lead
to an apparent stiffeningwhen the sample is e.g. placed on a glass coverslip, which is orders ofmagnitude stiffer
than the sample itself [19]. Severalmodels based on linear elastic theory have been developed to account for these
finite thickness effects for spherical [12], conical [20] andflat cylindrical indenters [21]. During the last years,
finite thicknessmodels accounting for nonlinearmaterial properties have also been developed for spherical and
cylindrical indentation geometries [17, 22]. In general, these finite thickness effects can only be neglectedwhen
the contact radius of the indenter is significantly smaller than the thickness of the film that is to be probed.

Recently, we have shown that these finite thickness effects are not necessarily a liability but can be exploited
tomeasure the elasticmodulus and the Poisson ratio of a thin film simultaneously with the steel spheremethod
[18]. In this work, we showhow the accuracy of the technique can be improved drastically by a good choice of
measurement parameters such as the number and size of the spheres or the film thickness. Even though the
technique is commonly referred to as the steel spheremethod, othermaterials with different densities such as
gold can also be used.

Theory

Our technique is based on a theoreticalmodel developed byDimitriadis et alwhich accounts forfinite thickness
effects [12]. An overview of themethod is shown infigure 1. A sphere with radiusR indents a softfilmwith elastic
modulus E and Poisson ratio n.Themodel assumes that the film is a homogeneous and isotropic elasticmaterial,
which is probedwithin the linear regime. Additionally, adhesion effects are assumed to be negligible during
indentation. The sphere and the film are completely immersed in afluid, e.g. PBS. The sphere is pushed into the
filmwith an indentation force F resulting in an indentation depth d. In our case, the indentation force is given by
gravity:

p r r= -( ) ( )F R g
4

3
. 1s PBS

3

g denotes the gravitational acceleration, rs the density of the spheres and rPBS the density of the surrounding
medium. For afilm of thickness h, the elasticmodulus is given by [12]

n
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Figure 1.Overview over the steel spheremethod. Amillimeter-sized steel sphere with radiusR is placed on a thin elastic filmwith
thickness h. The sphere sinks into the film due to gravity. Florescentmicroparticles are used to visualize the top and bottom layer. The
indentation region is imagedwith epifluorescencemicroscopy.
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and the parameters a0 and b ,0 which are functions of thefilm’s Poisson ratio. In the case of afilm bonded to a
stiff surface a0 and b0 are given by [12]:
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n n
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- +
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c d= /R h is a function of the indentation geometry. The theory is valid in the range  c0 1and
represents an ab initio extension of theHertzian solutionwhich is valid for an infinite half space [23].

Using theHertzianmodel, which is recovered in the case of c = 0, it is only possible tomeasure the term
n-( )/E 1 .2 However, as we have recently demonstrated experimentally [18], both elastic parameters can be

recoveredwhen finite thickness effects are exploited. Since the correction term C depends on the Poisson ratio
and the indentation geometry, both parameters can be determined reliably by fitting equation (1) to indentation
data d ( )h R, .

Materials andmethods

Sample preparation
Polyacrylamide and Poly-N-isopropylacrylamide filmswere prepared as described [18] in analogy to a
previously published protocol [5, 24]. Briefly, ´40 22 mm2 sized coverslips (Glaswarenfabrik KarlHecht,
Sondheim v. d. Röhn, Germany)were cleaned and coatedwith (3-aminopropyl)trimethoxysilane (Sigma-
Aldrich, St. Louis,MO) and aqueous 0.5% glutaraldehyde solution (Sigma-Aldrich) to covalently bind the
coverslips to thefilms. A second coverslip with a diameter of 15mm (Menzel-Gläser, Braunschweig, Germany)
was coated hydrophobically with RainX (KrakoCarCare International) according to themanufacturers’
protocol to facilitate better detachment of the films [25].

To polymerize a thin polyacrylamide film, amonomer solution containing 10%w/v acrylamide (AA,
Sigma-Aldrich) and 0.06%w/vN,N′-methylenebisacrylamide (BIS) in phosphate buffered saline (1×PBS,

-0.2 gl KCl,1 -8.0 gl NaCl,1 -1.44 gl Na HPO ,1
2 4

-0.24 gl KH PO1
2 4 in deionizedwater)was prepared. As a

catalyst, we added 1/2000 v/vN,N,N’,N’-Tetramethylenediamine (TEMED, Thermo Fisher Scientific,
Waltham,MA). Furthermore, we added fluorescentmicroparticles (FluoSpheres, diameter m0.2 m, Ex/Em:
505/515 nm, carboxylated surfacemodification, Thermo Fisher Scientific)which diffuse to the top and bottom
layer of thefilms during the polymerization, serving as amarker for both layers. The polymerization reaction
was started by adding 1/200 v/v freshly prepared 10%w/v aqueous ammonium-persulfate (APS) solution.

A thin film of Poly-N-Isopropylacrylamide (PNIPA)was prepared similarly. Amonomer solution
containing 10%w/vN-isopropylacrylamide (NIPA, Sigma-Aldrich) and 0.1%w/v BISwas used. Sincewe
found thatNIPA solutions polymerized slower than the PAA solution, we degassed it for 45 min and doubled
both the TEMED concentration to 1/1000 v/v and theAPS concentration to 1/100 v/v.

To prepare thin films, m15 l of themonomer solutions were placed between oneRainX- and one
glutaraldehyde-coated coverslip and polymerized at room temperature and at an air humidity of 60%–80% to
minimize evaporation effects.

Measurement setup, imaging and data analysis
Indentation experiments were carried out as described before [18]. Thefilmswere soaked in 1×PBS,mounted
on an inverted,motorized epifluorescencemicroscope (NikonTi-E,Nikon, Tokyo, Japan) and steel (AISI 420C,
density r =  -( )7.76 0.15 g cms

1) spheres (grade 10, IHSD-Klarmann, Bamberg, Germany)with nominal
radiiR between m200 m and m500 m were placed on thefilm. An overview over all spheres used for this study is
given in table 1. Experiments with PAAwere carried out at room temperaturewhile allmeasurements with
PNIPAwere performed at 30 C which is slightly below the lower critical solution temperature of 32 C for our
system.

Fluorescence images of the indentation regionwere acquired using 40×(CFIApo LWD40×WIλS,
numerical aperture 1.15,Nikon) and 60× (CFI PlanApo IR 60×WI, numerical aperture 1.27,Nikon)water
immersion objectives in combinationwith a 14 bit EMCCDcamera (Andor Luca R, Andor Technology, Belfast,
Northern Ireland).We acquired axial image stacks of the indentation regionwith a vertical image to image
distance of m0.2 m which is sufficient to oversample the image given the axial resolution of themicroscope [26].
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After themeasurement the spherewasmovedwith a smallmagnet to acquiremultiple data points at different
locations. The indentation depth d was determined from the stacks as described [18].

Simulation of indentation data and reconstruction of the elastic parameters
The simulations of indentation datawere carried out as described infigure 2. In the following, the term
‘condition’ summarizes the values of the true elasticmodulus E ,0 the true Poisson ratio n ,0 the thickness range of
thefilm -h h ,min max the number of data points permeasurementN, and the used spheres with radii R andwith
a density r .s For every conditionwe simulated 50 individualmeasurements. Everymeasurement consists ofN
independent data points, each of which represents the indentation of a steel spherewith a given radiusR into the
film at one particularfilm height. If not stated otherwise, the density of the spheres was kept constant at the
density of steel (AISI 420C, r =  -( )7.76 0.15 g cms

3). For some conditionswe also tested gold spheres which

Table 1. Indentation forces of all the
spheres used in the experiments and
simulations.

Indentation

force F/μN

RadiusR/μm Steel Gold

200 2.2 6.0

250 4.3 11.7

350 11.9 32.2

400 17.8 48.1

500 34.8 94.0

Figure 2. Schematic overview over the simulation and reconstruction process.
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have a higher density of r = -19.3 g cmS
3 [27]. The total number of data pointsNwas split up evenly over all the

spheres used. For every data point, we randomly chose afilm thickness between hmin and hmax and solved
equation (2)numerically for the indentation depth d. In order to account for themeasurement errors, we
randomized R, d, and h by adding a normally distributed offset with a standard deviation s ,R sd and sh of our
experimental uncertainties m=s 1.5 m,R m=ds 0.2 m, and m=s 1.5 mh if not stated otherwise.

We applied the previously developed least squares fitting algorithm [18] to reconstruct the elastic parameters
and their respective errors from the indentation data. To calculate the errors of the elastic parameters in one
measurement, we used aMonte Carlo approach [28]. In 1000 replications, the indentation depth, the sphere
radius and the gel height were randomized by normally distributed offsets with a standard deviation of the
experimental uncertainties given above. Thenwefitted equation (2) to the indentation data d ( )h R, for all
replications to determine the probability distributions ofE and n.As described [18], the probability distributions
were thenfittedwith asymmetric Gaussian distributions inMatlab (TheMathworks, Inc., Natic,MA) to
determine -

+
-
+

E s
s
E
E and the Poisson ratio n-

+
n
n-
+
,s

s the elasticmodulus and their respective uncertainties of a single
measurement. If any of the fits failed per condition, i.e. in any of the 50 simulatedmeasurements, we considered
thewhole condition not to be reconstructable.

Then, we averaged the reconstruction uncertainties over all 50measurements and report themean
reconstruction uncertainties á ñ = á + ñ+ - /s s s 2E E E and á ñ = á + ñn n n

+ - /s s s 2 as ameasure of howprecisely the
elastic parameters can be determined in a particular condition. In all tested conditions, wewere able to
reconstruct the ground truth valueswithin themargin of error if not stated otherwise. The Java source code of
the software used to do the calculations is available in the SI.

Results

Choice of data point count andfilm thickness
We investigated howprecisely our simulated data can predict the reconstruction uncertainties á ñsE and á ñns
resulting from experimental data. For this purpose, 60measured data points acquired on a polyacrylamide film
(10%AA, 0.03%BIS, = -

+E 15.1 kPa,0 1.5
1.2 n m=  = -( )h0.48 0.02, 55 120 m0 ) and 50measured data points

on poly-N-isopropylacrylamide (PNIPA, 10%NIPA, 0.1%BIS, = ( )E 11.7 0.7 kPa,0 n = -
+0.33 ,0 0.11

0.05

m»h 90 m)were split up into smaller, yet independent data sets and reconstructed independently. The data
points were acquiredwith spheres of R=200, 250, 350, 400, and 500μmon the PAAfilm andR=200 and 400
μmon the PNIPAfilm. The experimental uncertainties of the indentationwere m=ds 0.3 m for spheres with
 mR 350 m and m=ds 0.4 m for spheres with  mR 400 m.Using the same conditions, we simulated

indentation data as described in thematerials andmethods section.
The averagemeasurement uncertainties are shown infigure 3 as a function of the number of independent

data pointsN used per reconstruction. Themeasurement uncertainties decreased in all of these cases with
increasing number ofmeasurement points and arewell described by the heuristic fit function

á ñ = +n n
n ( )s A

B

N
6E E

E
, ,

,

For bothfilm types, the uncertainties from simulated andmeasured datasets and their dependence on the
number of data points per reconstructionwere in excellent agreement. Therefore, we conclude that our
approach for the simulation of the uncertainties is suitable to predict the accuracy of realmeasurements.

We further investigated how the number ofmeasurement pointsN influences themeasurement accuracy by
simulating the indentation of two spheres with radii of m200 m and m500 m intofilmswith an elasticmodulus
of =E 15 kPa0 and various Poisson ratios of n = 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5. Furthermore, we investigated two different
film geometries.

Thefirst geometry includes filmswhich have a uniform thickness h. For our simulations, we chose h such
that the total range of c values covered by both spheres ismaximal, therefore providing optimal contrast for the
reconstruction of E and n.This is the case when the indentation geometry of the largest sphere corresponds to
c m d= =( ( ))R h h500 m, , 1. For example in the case of the incompressible filmwith a thickness of

m=h m54 , the sphere with m=R 200 m is expected to sink in m2.5 m which corresponds to c = 0.39while
the spherewith m=R 500 m is expected to sink in m6.8 m which corresponds to c = 1 (see supplementary
information (SI)figure 1(A) is available online at stacks.iop.org/JPCO/3/055021/mmedia). Thicknesses lower
than h would correspond to c > 1 for which equation (3) is not valid [12]. A thickerfilmwould decrease the
contrast in the correction factor achievable by both spheres.

The second geometry consists offilmswith a thickness that varies between hmin and m=h 500 m.max We
chose hmin such that c m d= =( ( ))R h h500 m, , 1.min min At a thickness of mm500 , the values of c are below
0.2 for both spheres in all conditions. In this case, the correction factor C varies only slightly as a function of n
(see SIfigure 2 andGross andKress [18]). Therefore, we consider the small differences in contrast between the
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different conditions to be negligible. Under all conditions, theN data points were chosen equally spaced
between hmin and h .max The resulting probability distributions of c covered by both spheres in the case of
n = 0.50 are shown in SIfigure 1(B).

The resulting reconstruction uncertainties of the elasticmodulus and the Poisson ratio are shown infigure 4.
In general, it can be stated that the higher the Poisson ratio, themore accurately it can be determined
(figure 4(B)). Interestingly, this is different for the elasticmodulus. Our results forfilmswith a uniform thickness
show that the reconstruction of the elasticmodulus ismore accurate at lowPoisson ratios (figure 4(A), circles).
As it was the case for the experimental data, the reconstruction uncertainty decreases in all conditions with
increasing number ofmeasurement points (figure 4, both panels) and is well described by equation (6) (thefit
parameters A andBwere positive in all cases). Therefore, by increasing the number of data points, the
uncertainties can atmost be reduced by the factor +( )/B A B and every increase in the number of data points

Figure 3.Comparison of the average reconstruction uncertainties of experimental and simulated datasets of (A) the elasticmodulus
and (B) the Poisson ratio as a function of the number of data pointsN. The number of data points correspond to the values denoted by
the tick labels at the abscissa and the symbols (squares and circles)were slightly offset horizontally relative to each other for better
visibility. The error bars denote the standard deviation of the reconstruction uncertainties for every condition. Solid lines represent fits
of equation (6).

Figure 4.Average simulated reconstruction uncertainties of (A) the elasticmodulus and (B) the Poisson ratio offilmswith
=E 15 kPa0 characterizedwith two spheres ( m=R 200 m and m=R 500 m) as a function of the number of data points per

measurementN. The data points were distributed evenly between the two spheres and distributed evenly in the interval hmin and h .max

Solid lines represent fits of equation (6). The data belong to the values denoted by the tick labels at the abscissa andwere offset slightly
horizontally for better visibility. The error bars denote the standard deviation of the reconstruction uncertainties for every condition.
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yields diminishing returns. For our parameter set,N=60 appears to be a good compromise between the overall
reconstruction accuracy and theworkload required for data acquisition and evaluation. At this point, the
remaining uncertainty +A B0.13 is of the same order ofmagnitude as A and thus, any increase in N only yields
amarginal improvement. Notably, the reconstruction uncertainty of the elasticmodulus is barely influenced by
the Poisson ratiowhen afilmwith non-uniform thickness is used (figure 4(A) squares). In this case, the
reconstruction accuracy is also barely influenced by the number of data points permeasurement. Therefore,
only a few data points (N<60) are required to determine the elasticmodulus.

Choice of sphere count, radii, and density
The choice of the sphere radii also has amajor influence on the reconstruction accuracy. In theory, the upper
limit for the sphere radius is given by the theoretical geometric limitation that dR h.Due to gravity a larger
spherewill sink deeper into the filmwhich results in an upper limit for the sphere radius given by d= /R h .max

2

On the other hand, a sphere that is too small does not sink in enough such that the indentation depth is below the
resolution limit of the set-up. Based on these limitations, we chose to investigate the use of up to 5 spheres with
radii between m200 m and m500 m and chose thefilm thickness such that c » 1 for m=R 500 m in the
thinnest region of the film.We varied the elasticmodulus between 1 and 50 kPa and investigated two Poisson
ratios of n = 0.3 and 0.5.We kept the total number of data points constant atN=60 and distributed them
evenly over all sphere sizes.

There are twomajor cases that need to be distinguished.When afilmwith a homogeneous thickness is used,
the reconstruction is not possible with only one sphere since the correction termC is identical for all data points
(see equation (3)). Therefore, the use of at least two spheres ismandatory in this case. The reconstruction
accuracies strongly depend on the size of the spheres that are used, both for incompressible films (figure 5) and
filmswith n = 0.3 (SIfigure 3). In all tested conditions, the combination of 5 different spheres yielded one of the
most precise results. The use of only two relatively large spheres with radii of m400 m and m500 m was least
precise. In SIfigure 4(A), it can be seen that in this case, only a very limited range of  c0.8 1 is covered.

The situation is very different when afilmwith an inhomogeneous thickness is available.When data points
at different film heights are acquired, one sphere can cover a wide range of c values (see SIfigure 4(B)).
Therefore, the reconstruction is also possible with only one sphere. Our simulation shows that the
reconstruction ismost precise when only one sphere and in particular, the largest sphere suitable for afilmwith
n = 0.50 (figure 6) and n = 0.30 (SIfigure 5) is used.We attribute this to the fact that in this case, a large range of
c values can be covered by one sphere. For this reason, there is no need to utilize smaller spheres which, in
general, offer less resolution since the relative error of the indentation is larger. Additionally, small spheres cover
a smaller range of lower c valueswhere the contrast factorC depends only slightly on the Poisson ratio (see SI
figure 2).

Figure 5.Average simulated reconstruction uncertainties of (A) the elasticmodulus and (B) the Poisson ratio offilmswith n = 0.5,0

elasticmoduli E0 between 1 kPa and 50 kPa and uniform thicknesses for different combinations of spheres
(  m mR200 m 500 m). For every condition, 60 data points were distributed evenly between the sphere sizes. Closed symbols
represent simulations donewith steel spheres, open symbols represent simulations donewith gold spheres. It was not possible to
recover the elastic parameters of the 50 kPa filmwith any of the tested steel sphere combinations. The error bars denote the standard
deviation of the reconstruction uncertainties for every condition.
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Notably, the reconstruction is generallymore precise on soft films (seefigures 5, 6 and SIfigures 3 and 5).We
attribute this to the fact that the relative error of the indentation is lower on softer films since the spheres sink in
deeper. For example, in the case of =E 50 kPa0 and n = 0.5,0 the steel sphere with a radius of m=R 200 m is
only expected to sink approximately m1.2 m into afilmwith a thickness of m55 m, thus the error of the
indentation about17%. For this reason, the reconstructionwas not possible with any of the tested steel sphere
combinations on a homogeneous film.Oneway to alleviate this issue is to increase the indentation depth by
placing spheres with a higher density on thefilm.When gold spheres with a density of r = -19.3 g cmS

3 are used
on a slightly thicker film ( m=h 55 m) the indentation depth of a spherewith m=R 200 m increases to m2.5 m.
As a consequence, the reconstructionwas possible in all cases and the uncertainties are comparable to the
conditionswhen steel spheres were used on a 15 kPa gel. This can be understood from equation (2). Since the
fraction r r-( )/E S PBS is similar in both cases, the relative reconstruction uncertainty of the elasticmodulus
and the reconstruction uncertainty of the Poisson ratio are also similar.

Discussion

By simulating the indentation ofmetal spheres into thinfilmswe are able to reproduce our experimental
uncertainties of the elasticmodulus and the Poisson ratio. Thus, our simulation approach is suitable to predict
the precision of real experiments. Our results suggest that there are three general points that should be
considered during the planning of such experiments. First of all, we have shown that an increase in the number
of data points does not necessarilymake the reconstruction significantlymore accurate. For our set-up,
measuringmore than 60 individual data points only results inmarginal improvements. Secondly, our
simulations demonstrate that the use of larger spheres generally leads tomore accurate results. Thirdly, it is
highly beneficial to cover a wide range of c values during the experiment. In particular, it ismost important to
cover the range between c = 0.4 and the highest possible value c = 1.Guidelines for the optimal choice of
measurement parameters for a given set of boundary conditions of the samples are summarized infigure 7.

To calculate the indentation depth and c during the planning phase, a rough estimate of the elastic
parameters of thefilm are necessary.We suggest running first preliminary experiments to get a rough estimate
for the elasticmodulus and, if available, estimate the Poisson ratio using literature data.

Withfixed elastic properties, we have investigated three basic ways to achieve a broad range of different
geometries and thus, c values. One can either use different sphere densities, sphere radii or afilmwith an
inhomogeneous thickness.

The density of the spheres should be chosen such that the indentations of the smallest sphere can be easily
resolved.Wewere able to reconstruct the elastic properties in all tested conditions when the fraction

Figure 6.Average simulated reconstruction uncertainties of (A) the elasticmodulus and (B) the Poisson ratio offilmswith n = 0.5,0

elasticmoduli E0 between 1 kPa and 50 kPa and non-uniform thicknesses for different combinations of spheres
(  m mR200 m 500 m). Data points were chosen randomly in the interval < <h h h .min max For every condition, 60 data points
were distributed evenly between the spheres. Closed symbols represent simulations donewith steel spheres, open symbols represent
simulations donewith gold spheres. It was not possible to recover the elastic parameters of the 50 kPa filmwith steel spheres with

m=R 200 m and m=R 250 m alone. The error bars denote the standard deviation of the reconstruction uncertainties for every
condition.
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r r-( )/E S PBS was smaller than -2.7 m s .2 2 However, the reconstructionwas significantlymore precise in
conditionswhere r r-( )/E S PBS was one order ofmagnitude smaller.

Our results suggest thatfilmswith a non-uniform thickness offer great benefits. On the one hand, the
accuracy of the reconstruction is vastly superior. In comparison tofilmswith a homogeneous thickness the
uncertainty of the Poisson ratio can be reduced significantly by up to 40% and the uncertainty of the elastic
modulus can be reduced by up to 75%.On the other hand, filmswith an inhomogeneous thickness enable the
reconstructionwith only one sphere size, which reduces the experimental complexity. In fact, the reconstruction
of the elastic parameters of suchfilms ismost precise when only one large sphere is used.

However, afilmwith a verywide thickness distributionmight be unfeasible in an actual experiment due to
the slope of the upper surface. A practical solution could be to choose hmax such that
c d »( ( ))R h h, , 0.4max max to cover the range from c = 0.4 to 1. Another possible solution to this problem
would be to use twofilmswith different thicknesses but otherwise identical properties.When only afilmwith a
homogeneous thickness is available, the only option to reconstruct both elastic parameters is to choose a set of
different sphere radii. In this case, we suggest a large sphere to cover the point c = 1 in combinationwith a
smaller sphere to cover the lower c-range. The indentations of the small sphere however should be large enough
so that they can be easily resolved. The use ofmore than two spheres yielded onlymarginal improvements.

Additionally, wewould like to highlight the fact thatmultiple radii offer another benefit. Since equation (2) is
highly nonlinear inR, multiple radii can be used to test whether equation (2) is valid for the indentation data.
Since the indentation depths and contact areas significantly depend on the radii of the spheres,multiple spheres
with different radii offer the possibility to test that the film is probedwithin the linear elastic regime orwhether
for example adhesion effects between thefilm and the indenter are at play. In this case, these effects have to be
accounted for by othermodels [17, 29–31].

Figure 7.Guidelines for the optimal choice ofmeasurement parameters tomaximize the accuracy of themechanical characterization
of various thin elasticfilms.
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Conclusions

The steel spheremethod is a common tool to probe the stiffness of soft, thinfilmswith a stiffness in the range of
mammalian tissue [9, 29, 32]. Recently, we have extended themethod such that not only the elasticmodulus but
also the Poisson ratio can bemeasured [18]. In this work, we have demonstrated that the reconstruction
accuracy of the elasticmodulus and the Poisson ratio can be determinedwith a statistical approach.We have
shown that the gel geometry and the radii and density of the spheres that are used have amajor impact on the
reconstruction accuracy. Tomaximize this accuracy, we suggest to carefully planmechanical characterization
experiments according to the guidelines given in thismanuscript.

As a rule of thumb, the density of the spheres should be chosen such that the fraction r r-( )/E s PBS is less
than -2.7 m s .2 2 The contact geometry can then be adjusted by the choice of the sample thickness and the sphere
radii and should be chosen such that  c0.4 1.Afilmwith an inhomogeneous thickness should be used for
themeasurementwhenever possible. In this case, the sample can be probedwith one sphere radius and the
measurement is generallymore accurate than the characterization of afilmwith a homogeneous thickness
where two sphere radii should be used.
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